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The minimum impedance is 6 om, I run my own Entropy speakers with no less than 6 ohms. (Ribbon No 6 ohms, 6 1/2 on 8 ohms, with only 3.3 uf high pass for tape. I think the sound scene presented by Onkyo is very wide and paroramamy. The tuning section leaves much to be desired, but these days the reception is pretty good. I can add to the HD
component tuner module. With my other receivers by comparison, $320.00 is worth every penny. For my ears, this amplifier section is super. Very universal tone adjustments. I like the choice of 40Hz sub crossover. I don't use a sub for music, with an entropy system. My central canal is also my own, made from Infinity 3 s and Vifa 1 silk dome in D'Apolito. I
like to call the center speaker, Extropy I at this point listen to my father (just passed) Pioneer SX-650 circa 1980, using FM and a player with magnetic cartridge. (Audio Technique). In a minute I'll turn on Onkyo. First, FM is clearer. (station about 60 miles away). The cd in the DVD player is honestly quite clear and dynamic range and fre. Resp. great, wide and
deep. Pro Logic IIx sets up a very good sound scene that extends to the walls of the room, in other words, each channel can be clearly defined from anywhere in the room. Dolby sound with this receiver perfectly. I created an Audyssey equalizer, which is very nice, and I turned it off for comparison, realized that I needed to reset it for Entropy. I set it up with
my big brothers who have 15 3-way towers, little brothers in the back and a child in the middle. I'd like to spend more on a receiver, but? I've never been able to afford more. In my opinion Onkyo is an Audiophile class of equipment, and should be considered as always just that. I can't shake a stick at the sound. On the right set of speakers. 80 W rms 8 ohms
in volume WRAT type amplifier, hit the room hard with my Tower Big Brother speakers. The Entropy set is only 50 watts, and the receiver allows you to limit the maximum volume, so someone who is not familiar with the equipment, will not hurt the speakers. The large set has a power rating the stage amplifier can handle, so 80 W is good enough to stock up. I
have perfect neighbors... and I'm unlimited in my stereo use. The remote control works on my RCA DVD player, and The Panasonic Viera TV. Lack of Usb flash drive slot in order, there are other options, but Onkyo can stand to add it. Perhaps the USB add-on module, since they have its own component slot on the back, for HD tuner and Sirrus, etc. lack of
sound modes like HALL, THEATER, YAZ, CLUb and all the other cheesy crap trick other receivers use kind of cool, and the modes it has are verstile and not confusing, even for I like two designated optical, as well as two designated coaxial digital inputs. Auto-detection system component so, for example, two sources can use AUX, like my computer, on
optical digital, with a player on the analog RCA nest on the same AUX choice, so the amplifier will choose, and when both are on, the amplifier is the default digital. Area 2 is limited to analog sources, if I haven't missed something in the programming options. The power and range in the second zone is loud and clear. · Discussion Starter and #1 May 17,
2009 I feel stupid ... I just unpacked the thing, hooked up my speakers, HDMI cable for my PS3 in HDMI1, my computer in HDMI2, and my DirecTV HDDVR in HDMI3. HDMI is out on my Philips TV. With HDMI out connected, I don't get audio or video. If I disable HDMI from Onkyo, I get audio, but not video (of course). So I think my inputs are configured
properly if I hear audio... why would everyone shut up when I connect HDMI to my TV? Why isn't there a video? Am I missing part of the installation? If I plug the output cable directly into my DVR or PS3, the TV displays it fine. · Discussion Starter and #2 May 17, 2009 Well, the first onkyo support tells me that you can't use both sound and video via HDMI
cable with these receivers... that's stupid. I want my to hear my Playstation 3 on the receiver and see the picture on my TV via HDMI out. But I think the guy was just reading the scripts without being able to hear the sound while watching TV through HDMI's/out would make this unit worthless, so I don't believe it is. They couldn't get any audio or video running,
so they told me the block was faulty, so I'm going to try to exchange it. Wish me luck. · Onkyos usually have a menu setting that turns off audio through to the TV. If end-to-end, and Onkyo detects the audio capabilities of the TV through HDMI, it will send audio to the TV without processing it itself. In other words, sound can only have one destination. ·
Discussion Starter and #4 May 17, 2009 yes, the audio end-to-end thing I get, I just replaced the receiver after Onkyo decleared it defective. The new block is exactly the same question. The problem after a bit of swearing and removing the TV from its wall of grief and tinkering was the HDMI cable!!! I used a cable that came with my DirecTV HDDVR... I
swapped it with some cheapo gilded one I took on Ebay and BAM, a clear picture, full of sound. Connecting DirecTV directly to the TV with this cable worked well, so I don't think that would be a problem. So... Check your HDMI cables when you have a problem, even if you think it works. It's probably sticky somewhere, but if it shouldn't be. Also, the last note,
Onkyo's support guy was wrong, you can have the audio output from the receiver and the video display on your TV at the same time. Of course.... Discussion Starter and #5 May 18, 2009 Ok, I'm back. The HDMI cable is only part of Equation. It's an HDMI handshake issue or something. I'm not sure. Now I can get a video signal since I replaced the replaced
HDMI cables, but if I switch from one input on the receiver to another, my TV goes blank and I have to change the input of the TV to something else and back before it shows the picture. It's a real pain, and The Replacement Onkyo is now displaying power problems, disconnecting for no reason here and there. I'm really not happy with these units at all. · I'm a
little confused. If I have a progressive DVD scanning player with a video input component going into the receiver (along with optical audio input) can the output unit at least video via HDMI on HDTV? It would be good for audio as well, but not necessarily. · The quote: Originally published ccaragol/forum/post/16478614 Also, the final note, Onkyo support guy
was wrong, you can have an audio output from the receiver and a video display on your TV at the same time. Of course.... How is this achieved? I want to be able to play my (audio-only) iPod while watching TV. 1 2 3 4 Table Of Contents 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44
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Dolby TrueHD Digital Sound Processor (DSP) Audyssey 2E, Audyssey Dynamic Equalizer, HD Radio Ready, Wide Range Amplifier Technology (WRAT), Dual-zone capabilities, iPod ready Power Device Headline Various Amplifier Amplifier Exit Details Exit Impedance/ Channel Radio Entrances One cable carries digital audio and video data directly to your
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